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General Information

Rope Ratchet®

For all your tie down needs

·  Patented design and rugged construction lets you 
secure a wide variety of loads quickly and easily.

·  Simply attach the two hooks and pull the loose end 
of the rope to get the secure tightness you need.

·  Never worry about stretching, snapping back or 
loosening.

·  Your load stays locked in place with every pull, until 
you release it by pushing the convenient Thumb 
Lever.

No matter what the job, we make it simple and secure, 
1001 uses for work or play, home, office, garage, yard, 
ranch, farm, auto, truck, boat, aircraft. If it needs to be 
tied down or hoisted – Rope Ratchet can do it!

Usage Ideas

·  Better than rope! Better than elastic cord!  
Better than webbing!

·  As simple as hook ends – pull tight!
·  Will not slip!
·  Easy to use thumb lever releases tension!
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DIstRIbUteD by:

Rope Ratchet®

For all your tie down needs

The 1/2" Power Ratchet provides the mechanical 
advantage you need to really crank down that load. 
Unlike webbing and strap type ratchets that are 
difficult to use and spool, making you unwind and 
start over, the Power Ratchet works on the  same 'pull 
through' system of the Rope Ratchet. 

To use, secure both end hooks and manually pull 
free end of rope tight. Once hand tight, the Power 
Ratchet's mechanical advantage is used by pumping 
the Ratchet handle.

The rope automatically ratchets through and is 
tightened, no spooling, no slipping. Once the desired 
tightness is reached, the loose rope is tied off and the 
handle closed flat for transit.

To release the load, simply compress the Release Bar 
and open the handle.

try the 1/2" Power Ratchet™

Each Rope Ratchet is made super tough to take all the 
hard work you do. The outer casings are made from 
#6—33% Glass Filled Nylon with interior mechanisms 
of Die Cast Zinc. The rope is Solid Braided Polyester 
or Polypropylene and the hooks are Zinc Plated Steel. 
Tough-Strong-Dependable.

Four sizes of Rope Ratchet tie-Downs  
for All your Needs!

Size Maximum Load Limit Actual Body Size Packaging and Suggested Uses

0.125" Rope Ratchet with 6.000' 
solid braided Polyester Rope

75 lbs 1.375" x 0.750" Two units per pack.
Perfect for a wide variety of uses for home, office, workroom and garden.

0.250" Rope Ratchet with 8.000' 
solid braided Polyester Rope

150 lbs 2.250" x 1.250" Single, Clamshell pack with/without Rope and six unit 'Value Pack'. Perfect 
for larger jobs such as tying down tarps, securing tents and camping shelters. 
Also hoisting and securing items for transport.

0.375" Rope Ratchet with 8.000' 
solid braided Polyester Rope

250 lbs 5.000" x 2.500" Perfect for larger jobs securing heavy loads for transport, hoisting items, 
straightening windblown tress or securing objects under tension including 
aircraft, boats, etc.

New 0.500" Rope Ratchet with 
8.000' solid braided Polyester Rope

500 lbs 5.000" x 2.500" Perfect for the heavy-duty jobs of securing loads, hoisting and many other 
uses for your work. This is the workhorse ratchet for all you do.


